Visualizations are coherent, graphical expressions of complex information that enhance people's ability to communicate and reason about that information. Yet despite the importance of visualizations in helping people to understand and solve a wide variety of problems, there is a dearth of formal tools and methods for discussing, describing and designing them. This thesis develops and evaluates the Relational Visualization Notation, a graphical notation based on relational algebra for the specification of information visualizations.
Introduction
Visualizations are graphical representations of information that enhance people's ability to communicate, analyse and reason. Detailed maps, weather histories and diagrammatic transportation schedules communicate prodigious amounts of information clearly and concisely (Tufte, 1983 (Tufte, , 1991 . Scatterplots, scientific false-colour renderings and web diagrams encourage the discovery of structure hidden within information by making relationships apparent (Chernoff, 1973; Becker, Cleveland & Wilks, 1987; Cabral and Hunter, 1989) . Pictorial examples facilitate learning, while graphical representations of design promote problem-solving (Carroll, Thomas & Malhotra, 1980; Shneiderman, 1983) .
Although there are myriad tools for producing data visualizations, they do not fully support the design of visualizations; they are caught in the struggle between power and ease of use. Current tools either limit graphical expressiveness or require the use of programming skills (Myers, 1987; Kazman & Carriere, 1996) . Powerful tools use programs or complex rules to specify the structure of new displays. They are not usable by people who lack programming skills. Tools that are easy to use produce only a few types of visualization and do not allow the user to explore and create new display types.
To address these limitations, we develop and evaluate the Relational Visualization Notation-a graphical language based on relational algebra for designing a wide range of complex information visualizations without programming. We hypothesize that the notation supports the visualization design process effectively by encouraging the creation, development, assessment and application of novel visualizations.
This article presents the notation and examines the designs of some interesting visualizations. Section 2 outlines what we mean by information visualization, FIGURE 1. Minard's graphic. summarizes current research on visualization tools and presents several important limitations of these tools. Section 3 introduces the new notation and establishes its foundation in relational algebra. Graphic relations-visual counterparts to traditional database relations and building-blocks for complex visualizations-are presented in Section 4. The notation itself is described in detail in Section 5 along with an example that recreates Minard's graphic. Section 6 describes the Relational Visualization Toolkit and shows how someone might use it to create a novel visualization. A comparison of the toolkit to other tools and the conclusion appear in Section 7.
Information visualization
The essence of data visualization comprises the data to be presented (in a semantic data model), the pictures that convey the data and the relationships between the data and the pictures (Bertin, 1983; Kosslyn, 1985) . The best way to describe a data visualization is to show one. Minard's famous graphical account of Napoleon's 1812 assault on Moscow appears in Figure 1 . The 422 000-strong French Army battles its way eastward across Russia, assails Moscow, and then retreats through the harsh Russian winter. Although Minard drew this by hand, computer-generated versions have also been produced (Roth, 1994; Shaw, 1994; Kazman & Carrie`re, 1996) .
In this figure there are formal data, such as the number of troops that arrived in a particular city, the temperature on a particular day and the location of the city on the map. There are graphic components, such as thick line segments, written text and numbers, vertical lines and the map layout. Also there are relationships, such as line thickness indicating troop size, shading indicating advance or retreat, names
The second form of interactivity gives the end-user control over the design of the visualization. The user may view the current data set in several (or many) different ways. This ability is crucial to data exploration because users do not know a priori which visualization will lead to insight.
The usability of any toolkit is also an important characteristic, but a problematic one. Visualization tools are often developed for widely varying audiences and expected outcomes; a powerful, flexible tool in the hands of experts is not necessarily more or less usable than a tool that enables novices to produce limited visualizations. Many tools have not been assessed for usability and even if they were, the results would be difficult to compare because of the different goals of the tools. For these reasons, we will limit the discussion of usability to the specification technique of the design tool in conjunction with its graphical expressiveness and computational power. (What a designer puts in, leading to what they get out.)
EXISTING DESIGN TOOLS
In this section we present several leading data visualization design tools. An analysis of these tools that relates them to the characteristics we have discussed above, and a comparison to our new notation is presented in Section 7.
Many data visualization toolkits, such as Iconographer (Gray, Waite & Draper, 1990; Draper & Waite, 1991) , Advanced Visualization System (AVS) (Upson et al., 1989) and Gadget (Fujishiro, Takeshima, Ichikawa & Nakamura, 1995) are based on a data flow model. Data pass through transformational operations and into modules that generate graphics. The tools vary in how the user specifies the transformation flow and rendering parameters.
In Iconographer, the operators are specified with a visual data flow graph. Users can insert operations to select data ranges, union data sets and perform simple computations. The rendering module produces a parameterized icon, such as a face or a geometric shape. The user maps the attributes of the data to parameters of the icon by means of a switchboard. Data appear as 2D charts and plots, and tableaux of parameterized icons.
AVS has been widely used in the scientific community for many years due to its power and extensibility. Its transformational operators are actually separate programs; the user creates new transforms by writing new modules. The same is true for the rendering modules, which are also particular programs that render the incoming data onto the media. Although writing the programs requires expertise, they are frequently shared among the user community. The user creates a visualization design by drawing a dataflow graph that joins the transformational operations and eventually sends the data to the rendering modules. AVS handles large amounts of data very well, such as the outputs of numerical simulations of fluid flow and weather analysis, and is typically used to produce 3D volume images.
Because the AVS library contains many operators, and more are being added, it is difficult to know how to use them all. Gadget is an expert system built on top of AVS that enables non-experts to create flow graphs using existing transformational and rendering components. It contains a built-in knowledge base of AVS operations and guides the user in selecting them.
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In contrast to constructional tools like these, there are automatic and semi-automatic visualization tools such as Apt (Mackinlay, 1986) , Boz (Casner, 1991) , Automatic Visualization Environment (AVE) (Golovchinsky, Kamps & Reichenberger, 1995) , Gold (Myers, Goldsein & Goldberg, 1994) and Sage (Roth & Mattis, 1990; Roth 1994) . These tools analyse the source data and produce a specific visualization design for it that optimally presents the data. The most famous of these are Mackinlay's Apt, and Casner's successor Boz, which can generate 2D charts, plots and maps that meet strong criteria for effective presentation. They are fully automatic; the user provides only the data.
Gold is similar to Apt in that it generates 2D charts and plots, but it is much more flexible. The user demonstrates (sketches) the general structure of the chart that they wish to create. The user may incorporate axes, data marks, lines and other graphical elements. Using this knowledge, the system then designs the remainder of the visualization and generates it. By merging constructionality and automation, it achieves a wide range of chart styles, including most in the galleries of popular spreadsheet and charting tools.
Sage also combines automatic and user-manipulable design techniques, permitting a wide range of visualizations to be produced without using traditional programming structures. A visualization design in Sage consists of primitive graphic objects called graphemes: label, mark, line, etc. These have attributes such as position, colour, thickness and so on. The user associates attributes of the data directly with graphic attributes. Sage users design a visualization by initially sketching the layout of the visualization and creating graphemes. The system then searches its database of existing visualizations for those that are similar. The user may then accept one of these and customize it to produce the exact visualization that they need.
Sage source data may consist of N-ary relations that are specified either as a single relation, or as several binary relations. The system is sufficiently expressive and flexible as to specify a rendition of Minard's graphic. Sage stands out among visualization tools as one that effectively combines power and usability. We will return to it in the discussion in Section 7.
Another semi-automatic tool, the Automatic Visualization Environment (AVE) generates network diagrams from semantic data models. It couples a knowledge base of graph attributes with a generative theory of graph construction in order to analyse the semantic data and determine the ''best'' network diagram for displaying it. Because it makes use of semantic information, the diagrams are purported to be more meaningful than those that merely show connections among elements. Although AVE can work in a fully automated mode, the user is allowed to modify some of the constraints on the layout, and some of the graphical attributes of the generated visualization.
Several recent tools, such as the Aggregate Manipulator (Goldstein and Roth, 1994) and Interactive Visualizations Artifacts (IVAs) (Tweedie, 1996 (Tweedie, , 1997 produce interactive visualizations. The user may modify the underlying data or the design while using the visualization. The aggregate manipulator allows the user to view automatically composed aggregates of the source data, such as sums and averages, as needed. Sliders and tree-based selection controls enable the user to choose the level of aggregation of the data interactively. The visualization responds by showing the selected subset, thereby enabling the user to have greater control in exploring the data set.
IVAs are not a specific tool or toolkit, but rather a technique for analysing visualization problems. . They also allow the user to select subsets and aggregations of the data interactively. The combination of these two features improves people's ability to explore data.
LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING DESIGN TOOLS
Current tools for designing visualizations exhibit several interrelated problems. Many lack flexibility; they do not provide enough alternatives for successful design exploration. Those tools that are the most flexible achieve their range of options through programming notations, which limit their usage to programmers. A few tools fall between these two extremes and provide some flexibility without programming. However, they often embody the worst of both worlds: limited flexibility coupled with a new, complex notation.
Tools like Gold, IVAs and the Aggregate Manipulator enable the user to easily explore small number of visualization styles, such as bar charts, piecharts and scatterplots. With a few key presses, the user chooses the desired design. However, these tools provide no means for combining visualizations, or relating one part of a visualization to another. They also use limited data models that cannot store the complex data found in realistic applications. They require the user to stay within narrow design specifications.
Other design tools like AVS achieve flexibility through a general-purpose programming language (Rhyne, Ehrich, Bennett, Hewett, Sibert & Bleser, 1987; Myers, 1989) . The visualization design is a program. But programs make poor design specifications because they emphasize algorithmic structure rather than the structure inherent in the problem (Sommerville, 1993) . Consequently, they make the visualization difficult to produce, difficult to modify and difficult to debug. Visualization programs are usually neither portable, reusable nor device independent.
Furthermore, these tools are usable only by programmers, or people with programming skills. Programming is the expression of an algorithm incorporating sequencing, decision and iteration. To program, one needs to be familiar with procedural abstraction, data structures, variables and memory state. In some cases, recursion or recursive thinking is required. Creating visualizations by programming requires knowledge of graphics libraries and their protocols, rendering architectures and other programmatic details. People with a deep understanding of their data, but little programming experience, cannot easily use these tools. Programmers, moreover, are generally not skilled in visualization design.
Between the explorable, limited tools and the powerful programming tools are those that attempt to balance usability and flexibility, like Iconographer, Sage and Gadget. Their use of a constructional notation makes them flexible; visualization designs are specified as diagrams linking data and transformation. They permit abstraction and allow components to be combined into more complex designs. They achieve a measure of usability by providing graphical notations supported by direct-manipulation user interfaces. Designs may be expressed as annotated graphemes, flow diagrams, wiring diagrams, switchboards or other visual metaphors.
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However, these compromise tools also have inadequacies. They are still not powerful enough to specify multidimensional visualizations of heterogenous parts. They limit the user to particular design categories, such as iconic, network or chart-based displays. Their notations are based on concepts that users are not likely to be familiar with, such as constraint propagation. It is into this gap that we introduce the Relational Visualization Notation-a graphically expressive and computationally powerful design system built on widely used database and spreadsheet concepts.
Relational visualization notation
The Relational Visualization Notation allows users to graphically specify designs for multidimensional visualizations of interrelated elements. The notation is composed of three main parts: semantic data models, graphic relations and design diagrams. The semantic data modelling component provides facilities for describing, storing and retrieving information according to the relational model-like a relational database. Each graphic relation visually represents one information relation. It defines the informational and graphical models of the visualization as well as the transformation between them. Design diagrams combine multiple information and graphic relations into a visualization design specification. All the components are supported with an integrated set of direct manipulation design tools.
Graphic relations are defined by an information schema, a graphic schema and a set of bindings. The information schema characterizes the information to be presented by the graphic relation. The graphic schema visually represents the visualization; it is made of boxes, circles, lines and other graphic figures including novel elements, such as graphic replication and selection groups. Users draw the graphic schema using a specialized graphic editor. The bindings are arithmetic expressions that encode the relationships between the information schema and the graphical schema.
A visualization design combines graphic relation designs with relational operators that manipulate the data of several relations. Design diagrams are directed, acyclic graphs that combine several source relations to produce several output graphic relations. The nodes represent source data, relational operators (such as project, select and join), and reusable, heirarchically nested designs. Using direct manipulation tools, users draw design diagrams that link data to relational operations and graphic relations. The design may then be used to produce a visualization from data.
The intended users are people who work with data, but who also need graphical representations of that data. This includes scientists, statisticians, information specialists, database designers, knowledge engineers and even user interface designers. Users have a thorough understanding of the data to be visualized, and accompanying skills in data modelling and manipulation. They should be able to create spreadsheet-like expressions, formulate relational queries and construct relational views. Naturally, they need to be familiar with geometric relationships that express information. However, they would not necessarily have any programming skills and should not have to learn any.
The remainder of this section reviews the relational model used by the notation. Section 4 defines graphic relations and Section 5 presents design diagrams for specifying visualizations and shows details of a sample design. Section 6 continues with a description of how the toolkit is used to produce a novel visualization. Many modern databases also included domains for dates, times, etc., which we do not include because they do not increase the power of the notation and can easily be added later.
A value must conform to its domain. For example, every value of a Boolean attribute must be either true or false. Tuple entries may not be null, although such values could be modelled with a ''missing attribute'' Boolean attribute. A true value indicates that the attribute exists, while a false one implies that the attribute is missing, even though it contains a value appropriate to the domain. Relations themselves may not be used as domains, even though finding ways of doing so is an important area of theoretical database research (Tsichritzis & Nierstrasz, 1988) .
The key of a relation, which is the attribute or set of attributes that uniquely identifies each tuple, is taken to be the entire attribute set and no other assumptions are made about the existence of primary keys. Normalization, consistency and integrity maintenance are irrelevant because the graphic relation algorithms only read the database and do not update it. The visualization techniques do not modify the information of the source data relation.
Tuples in a relation are unordered and it is not possible to rely on them occurring in any particular order. They may even appear in a different order from one access of the database to another. In any case, graphic relations do not process tuples sequentially; instead, they define an order-independent mapping from tuple attributes to graphic attributes. Although many commercial databases model relations with lists, it is not clear how they preserve ordering within queries or from one query to the next. To avoid these problems and to maintain mathematical integrity, we assume relations are unordered.
RELATIONAL ALGEBRA
Relational algebra is a set of formal composition operators applied to relations. Each operator maps one or more input relations to an output relation. Operators themselves may be composed to construct more powerful transformations. There is no canonical specification of relational algebra: it has been formulated differently in many query languages (Zloof, 1975; Hawryszkiewycz, 1984; Poulovassili, 1992) . It has been proved equivalent to other notations, such as relational calculus and domain calculus (Ullman, 152 
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Tuple containing initial values for summarize operator f , f L In a sequence, f maps the first input tuple to the first output tuple and f ? maps the (n!1)th and nth input tuples and the (n!1)th output tuple to the nth output tuple 1983), and any implementation that contains a basis set of operators will be functionally equivalent to it.
To be precise and to avoid confusion, this research explicitly defines its own set of relational operators. The basis set consists of SELECT, PROJECT, MAP, JOIN, DIVIDE, UNION, INTERSECTION and DIFFERENCE operators. The first three compute a new relation from an existing one. The next two combine two relations to produce a third and the last three manipulate relations as sets. Extra operators PAIR, EQUIJOIN and SYMMETRIC-DIFFERENCE are included for convenience. All operators produce new relations for output; they do not modify their inputs. Furthermore, the schema of each output relation is statically derivable from the schema of the input relations and the formal description of the operator. Table 2 formally defines the chosen operators and provides a brief description of each. Each operator has relational inputs, denoted by R, and naturally generates one output, denoted by S. Most operators require additional design information to specify their precise semantics-they may require a list of attribute names, or a function in order to be fully specified.
The SELECT operator creates a new relation by selecting from the input all those tuples for which the Boolean function evaluates to true. The function takes one tuple for input and returns a Boolean that indicates whether or not the tuple should appear in the output. The PROJECT operator copies each tuple of the input relation to the output, 
Output all tuples with only the attributes indexed in the list, and eliminate duplicate tuples
Output the cross product of the two relations
Select from the cross-product of R and R those tuples where
Select from the cross-product of R and R , those tuples with corresponding values in attributes iindicated in the pair list
For each equivalence class in R, output a single summation tuple 
Map each tuple of R, in sorted order, to a new tuple, using the tuple, the previous tuple and the previous output as input
Three kinds of join operator are provided, each using two input relations called ''left'' and ''right''. The EQUIJOIN operator creates new tuples by taking combinations of tuples from its inputs for which the values of specified attributes match exactly. The specified attributes must occur in both inputs and must have the same domain. The schema of the result is generated by first listing each one of the attribute pairs that are used for matching, since these are always common to both relations. This is followed by those remaining attributes of the first relation (on the left) and then the remaining attributes of the second relation (on the right). Attribute names that are common to both input relations, but that are not used for matching, are prefixed with ''left'' or ''right'' to distinguish them.
A general-purpose JOIN selects tuples from the cross-product of the inputs, using an arbitrary Boolean function to determine if the result belongs in the output. The function accepts a pair of tuples for input-one from each relation. It returns true if the pair belong in the output, false otherwise. The PAIR operator generates the complete cross-product of the two input relations. It is often used to associate common information with all of the tuples of a relation. It can also be used to construct two-parameter functions from one parameter operators. Notice that JOIN can be constructed by taking a PAIR and a SELECT. Conversely, a PAIR is a JOIN with a constant true function.
The MAP operator creates one output tuple for every input tuple, computing the output as a multivalued function of the input. Each instance of the MAP operator has an input schema that specifies the structure of tuples that it accepts and an output schema DESIGN OF INFORMATION VISUALIZATION that defines the tuples that it produces. Each output attribute is computed from an arithmetic expression. The output attributes are all computed independently.
The DIVIDE operator is rarely used and provided only for the completeness of the basis set. Relation r1 is the dividend into which the divisor r2 is to be divided across the attributes given in the list. The attributes of the quotient are the attributes of the dividend less those in the division list. A tuple appears in the quotient if all the pairs it makes with the divisor appear in the dividend. That is, the quotient, when EQUIJOINed with the divisor across the attribute list, produces a subset of the dividend. Every item of the quotient must exist in the dividend in all combinations with those items in the divisor (Hawryszkiewycz, 1988) .
Two special relational operators increase the power and flexibility of the notation. The summarize operator accepts a relation as input and generates a single summary tuple for output. It computes maxima, minima, totals or other values that can be computed in one pass through the input tuples. A similar operator appears in the Iconographer system (Gray, Waite & Draper, 1990; Draper & Waite, 1991) .
The sequence operator maps an input relation to an output relation by sequentially processing tuples in the order specified by a comparison function. The output tuples are computed from expressions involving data from both the previous output tuple and the previous input tuple. The operator can model sorted lists by using the comparison function to sort the input tuples, and then number the output tuples 0, 1, 2, etc. Using a similar technique it can also compute partial sums, such as the successive positions of wedges on a pie chart. It is provided to enable strictly set-based relations to model lists, whereas commercial databases allow relations to vacillate between sets and lists.
Both of these new operators can be applied to groups-equivalence classes or disjoint sub-relations within the input relation. The operator applies to a group independent of other groups. The results of the operator on each disjoint group are then unioned to produce the output. These operators do not rely on programmed loops or recursion, and they maintain the definition of relations as sets, rather than lists.
Graphic relations
Visualizations can be considered to consist of several distinct graphic relations layered together. A graphic relation represents relational information visually. It communicates the information content of a relation with pictorial instead of textual language-each data tuple corresponds to a graphic tuple. A graphic tuple is a complex symbolic mark whose geometric, retinal and iconic attributes encode attributes of the data. The image produced by the collection of marks is equivalent to the source data relation.
A graphic relation is generated from a graphic relation design, which is a specification for producing a class of similar images. When applied to a particular instance of a data relation, it produces a graphic relation image. A graphic relation design consists of an information model, a graphic schema and arithmetic expressions. The information model describes the schema of the relations that can be represented.
The graphic schema consists of graphic objects, such as rectangles, circles and bitmaps, hierarchically composed with graphical grouping objects. Graphic groups, such as replications and selections, increase the expressive power of graphic relations by allowing graphic objects to be collected, replicated and selected dynamically-as the image is 156 being generated. Attributes of the graphic objects, such as position and colour, are computed by arithmetic expressions that use information from the input tuple and attributes of other graphic objects. The syntax of these expressions is similar to spreadsheet formulas.
AN EXAMPLE OF GRAPHIC RELATIONS
A data relation for describing bolts is used throughout the upcoming sections to describe the informational structure of graphic relations. Table 3 gives the schema and data of the relation-a typical parts inventory of metal fasteners. The tuples describing the bolts are distinguished by a part Id. Bolts come in a variety of lengths, measured in millimetres, as indicated by the attribute length. Attribute finish contains one of the two types of finish: brass or zinc plated, denoted by a text string. The attribute tpi stands for the number of turns per inch, which is used for bolt-nut compatibility. The cost is measured in cents per bolt. Figure 2 is a graphic relation that shows information about bolts. The eight data tuples are transformed into eight graphic tuples that each comprise a parameterized icon: a bolt with a stack of coins and a part number. The height of a bolt in the picture is proportional to its length attribute in the data, and the number of coins in the stack is its cost in cents. The horizontal position of each bolt is derived from its part number. The diagonal lines on the bolt represent the number of turns per inch, and are proportionally spaced so that higher turn counts are increasingly dense. The exact number of lines is the number of turns per inch. The shading of the bolt indicates its finish, grey for brass and white for zinc.
The design of the bolts graphic relation is shown in Figure 3 . The information model is the schema of Bolts and specifies the set of possible data items that can be represented. The graphic schema is a template of rectangles, ellipses and text that is instantiated for each tuple. The dotted rectangles and name identify discrete objects of the graphic schema. The bindings relate part Id to the x-and y-positions of the image, length to the vertical height of the rectangle, and so on for other attributes.
As Figure 3 illustrates, the line drawing of the bolt will represent each bolt in the database. When instantiated, its length will vary with the length specified in the relation, and its shading will become the finish. The text string ''ddd'' shows where the part Id will be placed. The ellipse represents a coin, copies of which will be stacked up according to the cost, in cents. The diagonal line will be replicated and spaced proportionately for the screw threads.
The graphic relation is produced by an instantiation process that generates one graphic tuple for each data tuple in the relation. Information in the source data relation instantiates the graphic schema, which is replicated for each tuple. The arithmetic 158 Varying-sized array of pixels expressions customize the template, which is then displayed. When instantiated with the tuple, the graphic schema becomes a set of graphic objects. The attributes of the schema's objects are computed from the expressions. Repeating this process for each tuple constructs the graphic relation. The resulting picture appears as the objects are drawn. Each tuple in Figure 3 is produced one at a time by instantiating the graphic schema with values from the information model.
GRAPHIC SCHEMA
A graphic schema is a collection of primitive graphic objects, summarized in Table 4 , and graphic grouping objects, described in Section 4.4. Each type of object corresponds to one type of figure that can be drawn on whatever visual medium is used. Although the effectiveness of the graphic relation technique does not depend on the specific choice of primitives, a wide range of graphic objects is preferred. We have chosen objects similar to those found in many popular graphics systems.
Objects have geometric, retinal and iconic canonical attributes. Geometric attributes are further divided into spatial and positional attributes. Spatial attributes modify the coordinate system in which the object is to be drawn, relative to rotations, translations and scalings of the current coordinate system. Positional attributes are those that describe the object's geometry within its own coordinate system. Object features, such as fill pattern, texture, line width and text contents, are described by retinal attributes. Iconic attributes indicate the alternative shapes that marks use to represent information. Iconic structure and variability is discussed with the graphic grouping objects in Section 4.4. Table 5 shows the attributes of each type of object. Similarly named attributes have similar functions across different objects, and blank entries indicate that the object does not have that particular attribute. The final column indicates the domain of each graphic attribute. As in other graphics systems, spatial attributes are common to all objects (Hopgood, Duce and Johnston, 1992) .
The originX and origin½ specify the distance by which the origin (0,0) of the object's coordinate system should be translated. The new, translated space may be rotated about its origin; rotation values are specified in radians. After rotation, the coordinate space may be scaled independently in the x and y directions. Scale values greater than 1 cause the objects to appear larger and values less than 1 make them appear smaller. The values left, right, top and bottom define a bounding rectangle that tightly encloses its rectangle, ellipse, text or wedge. Text is placed in a rectangle whose depth is determined from the amount of the text. The bottom attribute, therefore, is not canonical for text; the top position of the text determines where the bottom will be. Line segments connect the point at xfrom, yfrom with the point at xto, yto. Polygons and bitmaps have a single point of reference that positions them as a whole unit.
DESIGN OF INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
Text, polygons, wedges and bitmaps have several iconic attributes that define their shape. The body of a block of text is a string parameter. The number of data points in a polygon is accessible as an integer along with a text string points containing x-y pairs such as ''x1, y1; x2, y2 2 '' and so forth. (Polygon points are defined in terms of a formatted string, rather than a data structure, because the data must be available to the binding expressions, which can only manipulate simple domains.) The closed value indicates whether the figure should be a closed loop or an open jointed line segment: only the former can be filled. The wedge is defined in the clockwise direction from a starting angle to an ending angle. The angles are measured with 0 rad being out to the right (3 o'clock) and proceeding in the positive direction clockwise (6 o'clock is /2) and in the negative direction anti-clockwise (12 o'clock is ! /2). The complete contents of a bitmap can be assigned by parameter.
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Many objects may be filled with bitmap texture patterns by specifying the filled Boolean attribute. The corresponding fill attribute specifies the pattern with which the object should be filled. Several texture patterns are defined through constants, including Grey, DarkGrey, Black, ¼hite,¸ightGrey and others. The edge attribute also specifies a texture pattern with which the borders of an object should be drawn. Lines themselves cannot be filled; they have only edging texture. The thickness attribute determines the width of the outline edging of the figure. A zero thickness indicates that there is no edge.
Text has additional attributes. The font attribute specifies a named font, such as ''Courier'', ''Times'', ''Helvetica'', etc. Likewise, point size is a positive integer that sets the size of the font. Justification is a string determines how the text is to be formatted within the rectangle. The value ''left'' is for left justification in which all text is flushed to the left edge, ''right'' is for right justification, ''centre'' for centre justification and ''both'' for fully left and right justified text.
We have chosen this particular set of attributes because it meshes easily with the graphics system we are using. There is nothing special or unique about these attributes; some are rarely used, and other that have been omitted may be needed frequently in other circumstance. The use of different visual media would also require slightly different sets of attributes. For example, if three-dimensional graphics were available, then attributes for the third dimension would need to be added. Colour is not present here because the system has been implemented using monochrome graphics. It would be straightforward to add colour.
ARITHMETIC EXPRESSIONS
An arithmetic expression provides a means for calculating an attribute of a graphic object based on the information in the data tuple and in other graphic objects. We say that the attribute is bound to data values that occur in the expression. The expression binds the input values to the output attribute. The expression takes the form of an assignment statement object. attribute-name :
"expression. The left-hand side describes the destination of the result; it contains the name of the graphic object and the name of the attribute, separated by a dot. An arithmetic expression appears on the right-hand side of the assignment. Although examples show bindings as assignment statements, the language contains no assignment operator. In the Relational Visualization Toolkit, the user specifies only the expression body.
The expression language is similar to traditional arithmetic or spreadsheet formulas (where assignment is also implied by the formula's cell). An expression may contain literal values, named constants, attributes of the input data tuple, references to attributes of other objects, calls to pre-defined functions as well as ordinary arithmetic operators. The languge also includes a value-returning if-then-else function that selects a result expression based on a Boolean value. It may be cascaded to produce complex data selections.
Furthermore, expressions only compute new values to be assigned to attributes; they cannot produce side effects. The only effect that the evaluation of an expression can produce is the modification of graphic object attributes. Figure 2 .
GRAPHIC GROUPING OBJECTS
Graphic groups provide hierarchical structure for the graphical schema. They compose primitive objects into single units, which can then be used in other groups. They also provide a means for statically specifying variability in the graphical structure. Together with binding expressions, they can produce graphical images with different numbers and kinds of components.
There are three kinds of graphic group: collections, replications and selections. A graphic collection organizes its components into a single unit-its elements can be rotated, translated and scaled together. Like a ''group'' within popular drawing packages such as MacDraw ,-it can be dragged, sized and manipulated as a single object. A graphic replication duplicates its components a fixed number of times, as specified by an integer. A graphic selection only draws one of its components, as chosen by an integer.
The graphic groups can create hierarchies. Any group or graphic object may be used as an element of another group. For example, a collection can have several primitive objects, plus two replications and a selection. The replication may contain a selection. The former selection may itself contain other primitive objects and another replication. No graphic object of any kind can be an element of more than one group. Ultimately, every object is a member of exactly one group, except for the root collection.
The attributes of these objects are shown in Table 6 . All graphic grouping objects have spatial attributes that modify the coordinate systems of their children. Collections have no other attributes. Replication groups have a duplication count that indicates the number of copies they are to produce and an index that identifies each unique copy. Selection objects have a choice value that determines the component to be drawn.
A group's subobjects are fixed for a particular design-they can only be modified while the graphic relation is being created and edited. Binding expressions cannot index components individually, delete them, modify them, or add new ones, although the individual objects themselves can have expressions.
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The controlling attributes of graphic replications and selections are intended to be bound to expressions. A replication group produces a varying number of images for every input tuple when a binding expression specifies the number of copies. A selection group draws different graphic objects for tuples with different values when a binding expression specifies the selected component. By appropriate bindings, the structural shape of a mark can vary with the input data.
We digress here and mention the order of drawing because it is relevant to groups. Within every group, including the root collection, graphic objects are drawn in a particular sequence in order to build up a two-dimensional image. Graphic objects closest to the background are drawn first and objects closest to the ''top'' are drawn last. The order in which graphic objects occur in collections implicitly spcifies this sequence.
This ordering is necessary because the two-dimensional display has no other way of knowing which of two (or more) overlapping graphic images should be visible. In two-and-a-half-dimensional graphics, in which the graphic objects are planar and parallel to the viewing surface, but have explicit z-depths, the implicit ordering of a collection is not necessary. Objects may be produced in any order and the rendering software sorts them into appropriate layers by their z values. Similarly with three-dimensional graphics, the rendering software determines which graphic objects are visible.
The upcoming sections describe the different types of graphic groups.
Graphic collection
The graphic collection object is the simplest of the grouping operators; it merely allows several graphic objects to be treated as a single unit. It supplies a spatial transformation to all of its children. This transformation temporarily modifies the existing coordinate system. It only applies to the children of the group; it is removed after they have been drawn.
Graphic replication
The graphic replication object draws its components zero or more times depending on the number of copies specified. For example, in the graphic schema of Figure 3 , the ellipse that will form the stack of coins occurs within replication. The number of copies is set to a function of the cost. The expression converts the fractional dollar value of the bolts into the number of coins: stack.copies : "floor(cost * 100). The name of the replication object is stack and the floor function converts a floating point parameter to an integer result.
The index attribute identifies each individual copy. The index starts at 1 and stops at the number of copies. Sub-objects within the replication may bind to this attribute to distinguish each copy. The index may be used as an input in a binding expression on any of the attributes of the children (or grandchildren, etc). In the case of the coin stack, the vertical position of the ellipse, relative to the group it is in, is given by the expression: coin.bottom : "bolt.bottom!10 * stack.index. The name of the ellipse making the coin is coin. The minus sign comes from the display origin being in the upper left corner-the stack of coins grows upwards.
The index is the only kind of local variable that the expression language provides. The information it provides distinguishes each replication. If none of the graphic objects bind to the index, then they will all be drawn identically on top of each other. The graphic objects of each higher index number are drawn on top of those of lower index numbers. The copy with value 1 is drawn first, and later copies are drawn on top of it. Care must be taken to ensure that the generated images appear correctly layered. For the coin stack example of Figure 3 , the bottom coins must be drawn first so that they will be below those on top.
The replication group can be used to specify useful graphical structures. For example, in the bolts example (Figure 2) , the number of turns per inch can be visualized by actually drawing the turns onto the bolt. A line segment appears in the graphic schema in Figure  4 in order to represent the turns-it occurs within a replication for which the number of replications in tpi. Although the binding could be similar to that in the coins example above, it would look better if the turns stayed within the length of the bolt. The shortest bolt is always 20 in length and the turns can be evenly spaced over the last portion of the bolt by relating the position of the turns to the total size. The turns object is the replication containing the thread object that is the line segment. The bolt object is the rectangle that represents the body of the bolt: In the bindings, bolt.bottom refers to the bottom edge of the bolt. Each turn is drawn a certain amount upward from the bottom and the distance between the turns is derived from the turn density. In other words, the greater the number of turns, the more densely they appear on the image. Figure 4 shows a partial result from the relation. Four tuples have been instantiated with bolt information. The source data is placed below each bolt and is not part of the graphic relation.
Graphic selection
A graphic selection draws only one of its members, chosen by an integer index. Every sub-object of a selection has a unique identifier in the range of 1 to the number of objects. The object whose number matches the choice attribute is selected. If the choice is less than 1, or greater than the number of sub-objects, nothing is drawn.
A graphic schema and binding for the Nut relation are shown in Figure 5 . The schema contains a selection object with two choices. A conditional expression returns 1 if the nut shape is the string square or 2 if it is hex. The selection object will draw the square nut shape when the value is 1, or it will draw the hex polygon shape when the value is 2. The square nut is a filled rectangle with a white-filled circle on top of it. The hex nut is a filled polygon topped with a white-filled circle.
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FIGURE 5. Nut relation graphic schema.
Design graphs
The Relational Visualization Notation is a graphical language for specifying operational and reusable visualization designs. It depicts data relations, graphic relation designs and relational transformations with graphical symbols. These symbols can be interconnected to form visualization designs which, when interpreted, produce visualizations. Visualizations are abstract-graphical pictures made up from multiple, interrelated graphic relations. Design fragments can be stored in a library and referenced by other designs; they support prototyping, development and evaluation within the visualization lifecycle.
Essential symbols in the notation refer to database relations and relational operations such as select, project and join. These transformational symbols combine and relate the data and graphic relations. Other symbols represent new types of graphic relations: transformations and sources. Transformations generate informational output that carries graphic information. Graphic sources generate informational output solely from their visual appearance; they have no input. Special symbols represent sub-designs, and their input and output parameters.
Designs are collections of symbols that are connected with arrows into directed, acyclic graphs. Arrows denote the flow of data from relations and graphic sources, through operators and transformational graphic relations to graphic outputs. In this way, designs describe the relationships among a set of relations and a visual display. All types of graphic relations generate visual outputs: source, transformational and output.
Section 5.1 defines relational visualization notation designs to be graphs of operators and present several simple design scenarios. Graphic relations, originally described as outputs in Section 4, are extended in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 in order to become graphic transformations and graphic sources. Section 5.4 defines additional notational constructs for specifying reusable visualization designs. Minard's graphic, introduced in Section 1, is generated from an RVN design shown in Section 5.5.
DESIGN OF INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
FIGURE 6. Basic graphical symbols.
DESIGN GRAPHS
Graphical symbols in the notation denote data relations, graphic relations and relational operators. Date relations are represented by rectangles that enclose the name of the relation. Rectangles with thickened ends enclose the name of their graphic relation. Ovals enclose the name of their operation: PROJECT; SELECT; etc.
Small black squares attached to the symbols are piers to which arrows can connect. Piers on top of the symbol are for input and those below are for output. While output piers are annotated with the schema of the relation that they produce, input piers are not. As long as the diagram is well-formed it is always possible to derive the output schema of every node.
A node may not connect to itself, and arrows must not form cycles. Data may not flow out of one node and into another that returns it back to the source. Disallowing cyclic flow graphs does not weaken the notation, because cycles provide few benefits and are difficult to compute. Other design systems also do not permit them (Barth, 1986; Myers, 1987) for similar reasons.
From the design graph alone, the output schema of each operation is derivable from its input schema and its own specification. Because a schema can be determined for every output pier, the design can be checked for well-formedness statically and automatically. A design is well-formed if every input pier has exactly one input connection, there are no cycles, all arithmetic expressions are well-formed according to the language defined in Section 4, and all node operations are compatible with their inputs. The first two conditions are easily checked by examining the graph connectivity and the third by parsing the expressions. Expression parsing must occur in the order of node dependencies because the success or failure of any node determines the acceptability of any node further down the line. Figure 6 shows the three basic types of symbols. Figure 6 (a) is the data relation Salaries with its schema. Figure 6(b) shows the graphic relation Salary-age plot. Figure 6 (c) shows a JOIN operation that selects the tuples for which attribute a matches attribute b. Additional operational design information, such as functional components or attribute names, appear adjacent to the node.
Designs are created by connecting output piers to input piers with arrows. An output pier may have any number of arrows leading away from it, and exactly the same data are input everywhere that the arrows connect. In contrast, an input must have exactly one edge entering it. An input with no connecting edge has no data and an input with two edges is not permitted. requires no input. The graphic relation is a data sink that has input, but no informational output. No other transformations are used in this figure and the data flows directly from the source to the graphic relation.
Normally data must be manipulated to produce a visualization, as in the example in Figure 8 . Operation ovals have one or two inputs and one output. Parametric design information appears to the right of the oval. Projections require a list of the attribute names to project onto; selections require the selection condition. In the example, a SELECT first determines which tuples from the relation should be displayed and the chosen data then appears in a graphic relation.
The JOIN, EQUIJOIN and PAIR operators take two relations for input and generate a new relation for output, as illustrated in Figure 9 . The Projects relation shows which people are working on which projects. The Priorities relation indicates the relative importance of each project. The result shows the priority of the project that each person is working on, visualised as a project priority graph. The graph is produced by a subdesign, which is represented by the double-line box labelled Project priority plot. Subdesign creation and usage is discussed in Section 5.5.
A design may have several graphic relations showing data in different ways. In Figure  10 , the Priorities relating produces two different displays. One shows the data as a pie chart and the other shows it in combination with the Projects data. Both displays are produced from sub-designs. In addition, the design uses the summarize operator to DESIGN OF INFORMATION VISUALIZATION FIGURE 9. Two relations combine to produce one output. determine the number of people working on each project. It counts the number of tuples associated with each project number.
GRAPHIC TRANSFORMATIONS
Although graphic relations are suitable for displaying relational information, the graphical information they produce while doing so is not available to other graphic relations. Information such as the positions of graphic objects, angles or distances between graphic objects are useful in coordinating the graphics of several graphic relations. In addition, it would be tedious to define all information relationally first. Some information is inherently graphical, such as the location and sizes of axes or positions on a background map. To solve these problems we define two new types of graphic relations. A graphic transformation both renders an image and outputs relational information. It is similar to a MAP operator, except that the expressions involve the attributes of graphic objects. A graphic source also renders an image and generates information, but it has no relational input. An annotated picture with a relational equivalent, it allows graphical information to be specified graphically. Graphic sources are described in Section 4.4.
Graphic transformations extend a graphic relation with an output relational model. Like the input model, it has a series of attributes, each distinguished by a name and a domain. Each output has an associated arithmetic expression that maps from the input attributes and object attributes to a single value.
For example, a graphic transformation may map hours to locations on a clock, as in Figure 11 . Figure 11(a) shows an input schema for approximent information-hourly entries have associated messages. The graphic schema, consisting of a clock face and hour hand, appears in Figure 11(b) . Each string will be placed at the hour-position on a clock, with other information, during a subsequent graphic relation. The hour hand object is named hand and the clock face is named face. A line of thickness 0 (and hence not visible) called spot marks the position that the message will be placed at. It is the same as hand, but longer.
Figure 11(c) shows the binding functions of the graphic schema. The length of the spot line is just longer than the radius of the clock face. The angle, in degrees, of the hour hand is computed from the hour, irrespective of the precise location of the hand. The output bindings in Figure 11 come from the end point of the clock hand. The up and left values arrange the text next to the clock so that the text does not overwrite the clock itself, but abuts it neatly. The message is copied through directly. Both graphic relations are rendered together and the result appears in Figure 13 .
GRAPHIC SOURCES
Unlike graphic relations, a graphic source does not have an input schema. Yet it has an output schema for the information that it generates. The source contains graphic objects-boxes, circles, etc.-just like an ordinary picture, as well as figure tuples. A figure tuple is a special kind of group of graphic objects that designates an information tuple. A graphic source produces one output tuple for every figure tuple. Each tuple contains its own bindings for the output attributes-when they are evaluated they produce distinct output data tuples.
Although figure tuples are like groups, there are several important distinctions. They appear only in graphic sources. They do not form hierarchies-rather, they are always the immediate children of the root node and may not contain other figure tuples. them. It is common for distinct figure tuples to have duplicate object names because they use them to vary the output data.
Graphic sources generate relational data one graphic tuple at a time. Each figure tuple evaluates its output bindings in its own name space. The names used in the expressions may refer either to global objects (those not in any figure tuple), or local ones. The values of the globally named objects are the same for every figure tuple and the locally named ones are different. By this mechanism, each figure tuple can produce a distinct data tuple whose values depend on the figure tuple's graphical elements. Chapter 8 contains an example of the steps a user might take to create a graphic source. Figure 14 shows the information that would be used in a legend that relates the finish on bolts or nuts to particular textures. The finish is a text string that matches those used in the nuts and bolts relations from the example in Section 4. The texture is the bitmap for filling the figure. Rather than filling out a relation with the information, it is much more appropriate to simply draw the legend, which appears in Figure 15 . Each rectangle and name pair is a figure tuple. The graphic source output attributes are bound to the text field's contents and the rectangle's fill pattern. Rendering the picture generates the corresponding data.
The legend in Figure 15 can be composed with the bolt data from Section 4 to provide the texture patterns necessary for the display. The design diagram and a result of the relations are given in Figure 16 shading. Furthermore, changing the picture of the legend automatically changes any derived displays.
DESIGN REUSABILITY AND ABSTRACTION
One of the goals of visualization design is to produce a library of useful visualizations. These visualizations can be tested over a long period of time, empirically evaluated, refined and distributed to others. Novel designs appearing in some projects may be abstracted and placed into a library without having to redesign and re-test them. Frequently used displays, such as lists, maps, charts and iconic displays can be made available for rapid prototyping. Reusable designs support the long-term development, prototyping and evaluation of visualizations.
Two complementary mechanisms allow designs to be reused. Parametrization allows designs to have formal argument relations rather than actual database relations. The parameters are instantiated when the design is activated. Abstraction allows a design to be used as a component within another design. The sub-design is treated as a single unit, as if it were a graphic relation that visualized several input relations, rather than just one.
Parameterization
Designs may have zero or more input parameters and zero or more output parameters. Named, parameter relations are defined by a schema, but contain no data. Their data come from the design that uses the sub-design and appear only when the design is interpreted. Parameters have unique names and sequential index numbers. The names are mnemonic, but the numbers denote the input and output piers of the design node. For example, input parameter 1 is the left most input pier. The input and output parameters are numbered in a separate sequence. Figure 17 shows the definition of a sub-design for the pie chart. The input parameter is a special source relation called pie data C1. The bulk of the design generates the pie wedge sizes from the data and sums their values (with the sequence operator) in order to determine the starting position of each wedge. Each pie wedge is annotated with the midpoint of its arc and two Boolean flags that indicate if the midpoint is above the centre point and/or to the right of the centre point. This information may be used in later stages to associate further information with the pie wedges. The resulting data are sent to output parameter¸abels C1.
Parameterized designs may still reference named relations from the database. Using named relations fixes the design to always work with a particular database relation. In fact, nonparameterized designs are a special case; they contain no input parameters. A design with parameters may be interpreted on-the-fly by dynamically specifying the relations that should be applied to the input parameters.
Abstraction
A design used from within another design behaves like a complex graphic relation. The sub-design has inputs to which arrow must be attached, and it may have outputs that produce graphical information that is useful elsewhere. It is rendered within a single layer. A sub-design may be used more than once within several designs, or even several times within the same design. The notation denotes the use of a sub-design by a double barred box containing the design's name. Figure 18 shows a design that contains the sub-design for the pie chart from Figure 17 . A relation containing counts of the importance of social factors is to be graphed as a pie chart. The pie chart sub-design accepts a relation that contains value-name pair. The wedge sizes are computed from the proportion the value has against the total. The name is placed next to the associated wedge. The pie chart also generates output data, but this is not used, and so the figure is not further connected.
Sub-design parameter relations are bound by position. The input and output piers are each intrinsically numbered from left to right, starting at 1. The numbers correspond to the design's relational parameters. Parameters are compatible if the domains of their schema match. Positional matching is used both for the parameters and their attributes because it improves design reusability. The input attributes are unlikely to have the same names, but they can easily be arranged to have the same positions. Furthermore, it is the same technique used for graphic relations.
The graphic relations and sub-designs used within a design are rendered in an order specified by the user. Rendering graphic relations produces the image associated with its data relation. Sub-designs are rendered recursively. Their component graphic relations and sub-designs are rendered as if the main sub-design were a design itself.
SAMPLE DESIGN AND VISUALIZATION
This example shows a design for Minard's visualization of Napoleon's 1812 campaign against Russia, originally introduced in Section 1. Minard's graphic is based on data that describe the movement of troops between cities. Each tuple describes a collection of soldiers who travelled from one place to another on a particular day. In the schema of Table 7 , troops is the number of soldiers, fromPlace and toPlace the origin and destination city names, fromDate the date the troops left the city, advanced is true if the troops were advancing the false if they were retreating, and losing is the number of soldiers that perished along the way. The data for the relation are taken from Minard's hand-drawn picture; Table 7 also shows three of the tuples. Data have also been extracted from Minard's graphic to show the temperature on particular days. In the schema of Table 8 , date gives the date on which the temperature was recorded, while temp holds the temperature in degrees of Re´aumur's thermometer.
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The visualization design appears in Figure 19 ; it has three main parts. The left third of the diagram represents troop movements as the thickness of the line segment. The middle third rounds off the angular connections of troop lines at cities. The right third plots the temperature on a line graph below the main visualization and relates the data points to cities. In addition to the two data relations previously described, the design uses a graphic source to provide initial data. The graphic source contains a map of Russia and generates the names of cities and their locations as output.
The troop movements are computed in the left third by joining the data twice to the map of Russia. These joins, followed by a project, convert the names of the origin and destination cities into coordinates. These, along with the troop sizes, enter the movement graphic relation which renders them as a polygon whose ends are perpendicular to the direction of travel and proportional to the troop departure and arrival populations. The smartlabel graphic relation that follows the movement graphic relation places the troop size on the midpoint of the troop polygon, in such a way that the text is not obscured by the polygon.
The troop movement path create from the polygon segments described above has angular joints over the cities. Filled circles can be added on top of these joints to smooth them out. The affected joints are determined by selecting all the cities which have a troop path coming in and troop path going out-thus discarding end-points. For the joint cities, the troops will be considered to be advancing if either of the troop paths are advancing. The advancing trait is needed in order to make the circle fill patterns match those of the path. The map operator computes the correct advancing value. The The temperature plot is largely independent of the troop movement path. However, it does need to determine the city the troops were at when the temperature was recorded, the coordinates of the city on the map, and whether or not the troops were advancing or retreating. The data are determined by joining the temperature data with the troop movements. During the join, only retreating movements are considered because the temperature plot only records retreats. The projection after the join produces the temperatures on selected days of troop movements during the retreat and the coordinates of the city. The data are paired with data describing the temperature scale, which is another graphic source. The resulting data are plotted as points, vertical city-connection lines (but not between-point lines), and dates along the line graph. The plots of the points, however, are then sequenced by date and joined each to the next sequential data, producing pairs of points. These pairs are graphed as the line graph.
The PostScript output of the Relational Visualization Toolkit appears in Figure 20 . City names and troop sizes appear on top and the troop movements appear as a continuous path beneath them. The line graph correctly indexes the cities.
Relational visualization toolkit
For the Relational Visualizations Notation to support the visualization prototyping process effectively, the notation itself must be supported by tools. Interactive directmanipulation tools allow people to create, edit and test designs. The notation can be shown to be accessible by describing the Relational Visualization Toolkit, a set of direct manipulation tools, and by showing how they may be used to create a realistic visualization design.
The Relational Visualizations Toolkit consists of four major tools and a number of sub-tools. The major tools are the System Browser, the Relation Browser, the Graphic Relation Browser and the Design Browser. The System Browser opens the door to the toolkit by allowing the user to create, organize and prototype the three main notational components: relations, graphic relations and designs. The Relation Browser provides access to data relations. The Graphic Relation Browser supports the creating of graphic relations and graphic sources, and includes two sub-tools for creating interobject and output bindings. The Design Browser allows the user to create, edit and prototype visualization designs. In addition, every kind of relational operator in a design has its own editor for specifying the operator's parameters. Section 6.1 introduces the toolkit and the source data for the example-Minard's graphic. Section 6.2 creates a graphic source to model the map of Russia. The basic relational design is set out in Section 6.3 and the main graphic relation for visualizing troop movements is created in Section 6.4. The completed design, including temperature plot, is shown in Section 6.5.
USING THE TOOLKIT TO RECREATE MINARD'S GRAPHIC
To show that the relational visualization notation is accessible to users, the Relational Visualization Toolkit is used to recreate Minard's Napoleonic visualization. Minard's graphic portrays the movement of Napoleon's troops against the background of Russian DESIGN OF INFORMATION VISUALIZATION geography. The data set underlying this visualization consists of two relations: one for the movement of the troops and another for the temperature. The former describes the transit of soldiers from one city to another, whether they were advancing or retreating, when they departed, and how many perished along the way. The latter indicates the temperature on particular days. The data are graphically represented as a line segment of varying width connecting the cities of a geographic map of Russia. The temperature data appear as a line graph beneath the map, the horizontal axis showing location rather than time. Vertical lines connect the temperature points to the cities at which the measurements were taken.
These features are modelled by four components within the toolkit. The data are represented by two data relations Napoleon and Temperature. A fragment of Napoleon appears in Table 7 . The Russian geography and city positions will be reporesented by a graphic source called Russia and described in Section 6.2. The top-level design diagram is prototyped in Section 6.3 by combining the source relations and the graphic source with relational operators. Section 6.4 shows several stages in the creation of the movement graphic relation that visualizes the movements of troops. The final design, which includes a temperature graph indexed by the movement of troops, appears in Section 6.5. The generated visualization has been shown previously, in Figure 20 ; the design is used with alternative data in order to visualize Hitler's 1941 Hitler's -1942 Central campaign in Section 6.5.
CREATING A GRAPHIC SOURCE
To produce Minard's visualization, the source relation must be augmented with a background map of Russia and the locations of the cities on that map. Rather than having to specify the city coordinates directly (as Sage does with latitude and longitude), it would be better if the cities simply identified points on the map. A graphic source solves these problems because it can generate relational data from a background picture.
An initially empty graphic source Russia is edited with the Graphic Relation Browser to provide a map of Russia populated with cities. At this stage the graphic source, shown in Figure 21 , contains a text line with the title, a segmented line representing the Niemen River, and a river title text line. These objects form the background image against which the visualization will be constructed. The graphic source also contains a figure tuple (the dashed rectangle) that will be used to represent the cities. In addition to providing backdrop, the graphic source produces relational output. The data have three attributes: the name of the city, its x location and y location.
The data of a graphic source are produced from figure tuples-groups of graphic objects that visually represent the source information. Bindings create the information by relating graphical attributes of the image to the output attributes. Each city is modelled by a figure tuple, and creating the cities begins by editing the first figure tuple. A text block is then created in the group and the text contents are changed to Kawno, one of the Russian cities. The text object is named city, which will be used later to create the bindings. The thin dotted grey line outlines its bounds-were there several objects, the bounds would encompass them all.
Next, the three output bindings are created-one for each attribute. The place attribute is bound to the expression city.contents. That is, the contents of the city text object provide the value of the output attribute place. The x attribute is bound to the expression city.amidx-the horizontal midpoint of the city text name. The y attribute has a similar binding to city.amidy.
With the bindings in place, the graphic source's relational output can be examined. Figure 22 shows the relation that is produced automatically. It has the same three attributes held by the graphic relation, and the sole tuple corresponds to the figure tuple in the picture. The coordinates of the city are derived from the position of the text on the screen. If the text object is moved to a new position, the output will automatically change to correspond. Now that the first city has been prototyped, the rest can be produced by duplicating it, dragging it to a new position and changing its text. Each copy has the same bindings as the original-no new bindings need to be specified. City names and positions can be adjusted as necessary without regard for their exact coordinates. Two more rivers and several cities later, the entire graphic source is in place, shown in Figure 23 . Each city produces one tuple and all of the cities appear in the relation. The final data generated from the image appear in Figure 24 . Only decorative details and titles remain to be added. 
CREATING A DESIGN DIAGRAM
The Design Browser allows users to create, edit and test visualization designs through incremental prototyping. A design does not need to be specified all at once. Rather, progressive stages successively achieve particular effects. Figure 25 shows the design browser with three sources and a join operator already added.
Joining the Russia and Napoleon relations computes the new data. The join associates the city position with each troop movement. A join operator is added to the design with arrows that connect its inputs to the source relations. It selects those tuple pairs for which the map's place-name matches the fromPlace of the troop movement, and thereby associates the coordinates for the place name with the matching place name roop movement. The Design Browser automatically computes the output schema of the join and displays it.
The selection criterion of the join is specified using the Join Editor, shown in Figure 27 concatenation of the input schemas. The text box contains the join condition which must be true of all output tuples. In this case, place (from the map) must match fromPlace (from the troop movements). The ''ok'' on the bottom line indicates that the criterion is syntactically correct.
A second join can be added in order to determine the coordinates of the destination cities. The selection condition of this join is left -place"toPlace, to match the names of the Russian cities on the map with those of the destinations of troop movements. The condition is entered again through the join editor. The output of the second join contains the city names, which are not needed in order to visualize the troop movement because they have already been translated to coordinates. The left -place, right -place, fromPlace and toPlace attributes can therefore be removed, along with the dates of travel by the project operator.
After adding the project operator and setting its conditions, the output of the design can be checked for correctness. The Design Browser allows the computed relation available at any output pier to be examined: Figure 27 shows the one produced from the project node. It contains the correct troop movement data and coordinates and can be used by graphic relation to visualize the troop movements.
CREATING A GRAPHIC RELATION
A graphic relation is needed to visualize the movements of troops from one city to another. It takes the coordinates of the origin and destination cities, the number of troops, the number of casualties and whether or not the troops were advancing, and uses this data to produce a polygon that stretches from one city to another. The ends of the polygon are perpendicular to the axis of movement. The widths of the ends are proportional to the number of troops that left and arrived. The polygon has no edging or frame, but is filled with a light shade if the troops are advancing and a dark one if they are retreating.
A new graphic relation, called movement, is created with the Graphic Relation Browser and given the schema of the incoming data, as shown in Figure 28 . The attribute names do not need to match those used in the design, but must have the same domains in the same order; matching is by position. The graphic relation is begun with a line segment that connotes the troops moving from one city to the next. It is named axis so that it can be referred to in bindings. Although it is not part of the final result, it forms a guideline to hep create the final polygon.
The guideline axis can be bound to the input coordinates. The xfrom and yfrom line segment attributes are bound to the x and y input attributes, which represent the departure city. The xto and yto object attributes are bound to the tx and ty input attributes, which represent the troop arrival city.
Figure 29 also shows two more line segments for the ends of the polygon. The left is named fromLine and the right is named toLine; they represent the troop populations that leave from one city and arrive at another. The new line segments must be perpendicular to the guideline axis and their lengths must be proportional to the number of troops at the respective ends. A further constraint requires that the axis cross the line segments at their midpoints. The bindings of Table 9 enforce these constraints.
The first two bindings set the length and angle of the line. The length binding uses an expression to translate the number of troops to the width of the line. The second two bindings assign the putfx and putfy attributes that move the line segment as a whole. They position the midpoint of the line segment at the end point of the axis. They convert the coordinates of the midpoint of the line x, y into the end-point of the line, using the "axis.angle!pi/2.0 fromLine.putfx : "x!(75 * troops/422000) * cos (axis.angle!pi/2)/2 fromLine.putfx :
"y!(75 * troops/422000) * sin (axis.angle!pi/2)/2 toLine.length : "75 * (troops!losing)/422000 toLine.angle : "axis.angle!pi/2.0 toLine.putfx :
"tx!(75 * (troops!losing)/422000) * cos (axis.angle!pi/2)/2 toLine.putfx :
"ty!(75 * (troops!losing)/422000) * sin (axis.angle!pi/2)/2 line's length and angle. Similar bindings apply to toLine, although the troop population here accounts for those that perished. Minard's troop movements are a continuous path of varying width, which we approximate with quadrangular polygons whose vertices correspond to the end points of from¸ine and to¸ine. Figure 29 shows such a four-point polygon. The polygon is stretched to fit the frame by binding its points to the end points of the line segments. A polygon binds all of its points in one step by loading them from a text string. Coordinates are separated by semicolons, the values themselves being separated by commas-for example, ''34,12; 56,12; 78,12''. The binding expression for the polygon is -Hitler sent Guderian's panzers towards Kiev to destroy Russia's economic centres. They would return to lead the seige on Moscow, but too late into winter to suceed.
The words grey and verydarkgrey refer to constants that are predefined texture bit maps.
The graphic relation can now be attached to the main design-it can be seen in the lower left corner of the completed design in Figure 19 . The output of the project attaches directly to the input of the graphic relation. The cities are now connected by polygons whose thickness is proportional to the troop numbers.
COMPLETED VISUALIZATION DESIGN
The last component of Minard's graphic is the temperature scale that shows the freezing weather that the soldiers endured. Visualizing the temperature requires two new graphic relations, a graphic source to represent the axes, and several new operators. The graphic source axis and graphic relation data points are woven into the visualization design as shown in Figure 19 . The temperature data are joined with the troop movement data where the coordinates of the departure cities are known-attaching temperatures to the cities where the troops were at. The result is projected to essential line graph information; date, temperature and city location. This is paired with the vertical axis data and the result is then visualized as distinct data points.
The generated visualization appears in Figure 20 . The result closely replicates Minard's original. The troop path is very similar-it follows the same course with the same deflections at cities. It has the same shading for advancing and retreating movements. The troop path branches similarly to the original and rejoins it correctly. The troop path is smooth and continuous-polygons in other reconstructions appear disjointed (Roth, 1994) .
The temperature graph mimics the original, including the axis labels and the dates. The troop population labels are visible and have the same values as the original. The titles and geography are also the same, but these are specified directly by the user. The user has complete control over their appearance. Even the cities are placed directly by the user; there is no need to determine or specify their longitude or latitude. The functionality of the Minard design was not modified in order to produce this diagram. The relational design is the same as for Napoleon's data, and all of the graphic relations are the same. In fact, the visualization is produced from the same specific design. Several circumstantial changes have been made, however. New cities needed to be added to the map of Russia, to account for those appearing in the data. These were created by copying and renaming existing cities; no new bindings or functional units were created. The Russian geography was updated to correspond to contemporary 1942 maps and the titles were changed. In effect, only nonformal ''decorative'' information components were updated.
This and other examples are available on the web at http://www.fls.infi.net/-matth/rvn.
Analysis
At this point we will compare the Relational Visualization Notation to the leading visualization tools introduced earlier. We are interested in how they relate to the characteristics presented in Section 2: graphical expressiveness, computational power, interactivity and specification.
7.1. GRAPHICAL EXPRESSIVENESS RVN can produce many variations of traditional 2D charts and plots, such as annotated scatterplots, column and bar charts with groups of bars and Tukey plots. It can also produce more sophisticated network diagrams such as iso-surface maps, Voronoi diagrams, triangulations and trees. It can produce time-space diagrams, like Minard's graphic or railway schedules, diagrams made of repeated sub-diagrams such as tables of bar charts or a geographic map topped with pie charts. It can produce composite diagrams containing several different kinds of sub-visualizations, such as a restaurant guide that shows meal prices vs. quality indexed to the locations of the restaurants and cross-fererenced to short reviews.
The marks used within the visualizations are flexible. Not only are rectangles, circles and polygons available, but the user may create their own icons from bitmapped images and compositions of graphical elements. These marks can be parameterized so that any of their features can change with the source data. Polygons can change shape, text values can vary, colours and sizes can change. The structure of the images can also change. A single mark can have a variable number of sub-elements. For example, a varying number of pictures of soldiers could have been used to represent sets of 1000 soldiers in Minard's graphic. Marks can also vary depending on the source data: differing images for advancing and retreating soldiers could be used.
Most importantly, RVN gives the user freedom to create any number of axes and data-to-graphic transforms. Visualizations may be composed of related or different kinds of sub-visualizations. Any attribute of the visualization may be used to represent data.
Most tools such as Sage, APT, BOZ, Gold, Iconographer, IVAs, the Aggregate manipulator and even those tools embedded in popular spreadsheet and database tools can also produce a wide range of 2D charts and plots, and some can even produce false-3D multicolumn charts. Sage goes even further by allowing the user to define complex, parameterized marks as visualization components. Only a few, such as AVS and Gadget, however, can produce diagrams containing multiple linked axes, repeated sub-visualizations or composite visualizations. Others, such as AVE, can produce complex diagrams but only because they are hardwired for a particular kind of diagram-in this case semantic networks.
Sage, RVN and AVS achieve their graphical expressiveness by allowing the user to directly specify the relationships between data and graphical attributes. They also provide a rich set of graphical attributes. Furthermore, RVN and AVS provide means for the user to define transforms, such as axes, that convert data into graphical form and allow the user to link these transforms and how they apply to individual marks. In addition, RVN and AVS allow users to compose sub-visualizations in a flexible way, enabling them to create new kinds of complex visualization.
COMPUTATIONAL POWER
Because RVN is based on relational algebra, it has the ability to compute everything that a database query can compute. It can select subsets of data, map data to new, derived values, join data to other data, accept multiple relations for input. It can sort data, create aggregates and compute totally new relations. Arithmetic statements allow RVN to apply functions such as linear interpolation, logarithmic mapping, trigonometric transforms and so forth to data as it is being mapped. AVS also provide rich functionality, but it is accessed via a programming language.
Iconographer provides a few computational elements, such as unioning datasets and computing new values from arithmetic mappings, but it lacks the ability to join and manipulate its data sets. Other tools do not provide access to complex functional transforms.
Most other tools, such as Sage, Apt, Boz, IVAs, Gold, and the Aggregate Manipulator allow data to be transformed into graphical positions via linear interpolation only. The data are graphed linearly along an axis. Iconographer only permits a direct mapping-the numeric value must match the physical screen location. In Sage, cities DESIGN OF INFORMATION VISUALIZATION must be positioned by latitude and longitude, which are mapped linearly to screen positions.
RVN may sort data according to any sequencing function by specifying that function directly. For example, RVN can be used to sort library books according to the Library of Congress call-number (e.g. QA76.9 HA). Although the number is stored as a string, it must be sorted according to its own rules-QA7.1 must occur before QA32.
Tools such as Sage, Apt, Boz and Gold assume that the user has already fully derived and selected a data set-visualizing the data is a separate step. Consequently, they do not provide means for the user to derive additional information within the visualization. The Aggregate Manipulator, however, does provide means for the user to apply aggregates of the data on-the-fly. AVS provides the user with the full power of a programming language to derive the rendering data-any rendering module may perform any computations, including computing very complex mathematical models.
RVN cannot, however, compute values via indefinite loops because it has no operations for either iteration or recursion. Because RVN is not based on a programming language, it lacks sequencing, selection and iteration. RVN also cannot specify arbitrary data structures, particularly those that require dynamic allocation; it can only use structures that can be modelled with relations. RVN is not as powerful as a programming language 7.3. INTERACTIVITY Very few tools produce interactive visualizations. Iconographer, IVAs, the Aggregate Manipulator and AVS produce visualizations that the user may manipulate. A visualization may contain controls, such as sliders or selection buttons. These controls select which set of data should be visualized. A different subset of data may be chosen, or a different attribute may be chosen, or a different data composition, such as average, or standard deviation, or variance may be chosen. For AVS, the user may also choose whether or not to perform complex operations on the data. For example, fluid velocity data may be visualized directly, or the derivative (fluid acceleration) may be viewed.
Other tools do not allow the data to be manipulated interactively at all. The user must manipulate the data externally and reapply the visualization. In the case of RVN, the user may have a ''control'' relation that specifies which subsets of data to use, or which operations to apply. Although the technique is ad hoc, it does enable the user to change the data to be visualized by changing only one relation.
To a limited extent, AVS and the Aggregate Manipulator also allow the end-user to manipulate the design of the visualization. In the Aggregate Manipulator, the user may aggregate a set of data into a single value, or may disaggregate a value into its components. Both of these change how the data is visualized. Because AVS uses programmed modules, a visualization designer may program visualizations to give the user a great deal of control over the structure of the visualization.
Strictly speaking, other tools do not produce interactive visualizations and do not allow end-users to change the design of the visualization directly. However, in any toolkit, for end-users to be able to meaningfully manipulate the structure of the design, they must have an understanding of the structure of the data and the significance of the visual layout. In short, they would have the skills of a visualization designer. If they did, 188 because these tools are design tools, they could manipulate the design and directly regenerate the visualization. For some tools, like RVN, as the user changes the design, the visualization changes correspondingly. Otherwise, there are no general-purpose tools for modifying the visualization design.
SPECIFICATION
Visualization design tools use a wide variety of different specification techniques, ranging from dataflow diagrams through to design-by-example. AVS, Gadget, AVE and Iconographer using direct-manipulation layout based on dataflow. The visualization modules themselves are selected from a library. Novel visualization techniques must be implemented in a programming language and exported to a library. Iconographer also includes a direct manipulation switchboard to allow users to directly map source data to graphical attribute.
RVN users specify a visualization design through two techniques: relational algebra design diagrams and graphic relations. The design diagrams contain relational data connected with relational operators. Graphic relations are specified by drawing them with a direct manipulation toolkit, and by providing data-to-graphic bindings through arithmetic statements. Forms of relational algebra are in wide use in database systems and arithmetic statements are used in spreadsheets, often by people with otherwise little formal computer science training.
Sage uses direct manipulation design tools coupled with sophisticated search that enables the user to find visualizations ''like'' the one the user is currently building. Of course, for novel design construction this begs the question of where do the designs that are found come from. Gold uses design-by-example-users sketch components of the visualization and provide simple associations between data and graphical attributes. The system determines the most appropriate graphical layout for the data.
CONCLUSION
Perhaps the most striking observation of the leading visualization design tools is their progression from programming-like structures involving dataflow through relational algebra diagrams and on to design-by-example tools is the decrease in computational power and graphical expressiveness. The most powerful tools, AVS and Gadget, can only be extended by programming new modules-not at all helpful for innovating new visualizations. Tools requiring minimal user input like Gold and Sage, lack depth in graphical and computational flexibility.
The Relational Visualization Notation, however, allows a very wide range of complex visualization designs to be specified. Its expressiveness covers many known display styles and encourages the discovery of new designs. The notation is computationally powerful-as powerful as database query languages or spreadsheet computations. Moreover, its designs are specified using tools that are currently in wide use: relational algebra and arithmetic expressions and it is supported by a suite of direct-manipulation tools.
The two main limitations of the notation are that it does not yield truly interactive visualizations and that its usability has not been assessed rigorously. Static-design visualizations, including those that allow the user to change the source data, presuppose DESIGN OF INFORMATION VISUALIZATION the questions that the user may ask. That is, because the visualization design is fixed, it can answer some questions effectively while making others harder. For example, Minard's graphic performs well as showing the number of troops present in particular cities. However, it cannot answer the question of how many losses were incurred on each move between cities, even though this information is present in the source data. The user who discovers that they must answer this question is left to build their own visualization. Interactive visualizations are necessary to allow users to design the appropriate visualization at the time it is needed. Some preliminary usability testing using SUMI has been done for RVN. The anecdotal evidence suggests that users have little difficulty constructing design diagrams with relational algebra and arithmetic expressions, and prefer RVN to ordinary query languages. However,k users have trouble forming geometric relationships and tend not to invent novel visualizations, but replicate ones they have already seen. Although one might expect users to have trouble with the formal relational and mathematical parts, it is the graphical parts with which they have difficulty. The reason for this may be because, as Tufte and others have noted, formal visual thinking is rarely taught or encouraged in our society.
As we have shown, it is possible for a visualization design tool to combine graphical expressiveness and computational power within a framework of ordinary relational algebra and arithmetic statements. Such tools may encourage people to create innovative visualizations that would have previously been impossible or onerous. As visualization tools become increasingly more sophisticated, we should see similar sophistication in the users, both in using visualizations and in creating them. Future tools must also enable end-users to interactively explore their data-varying both the content and the form of the visualization. In this way, visualizations will help us find not only the answers, but the questions as well.
